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ABSTRACT OF THE THESIS

Tell It Slant: Investigating the Engagement, Discourse, and Popularity of Data
Visualization in Online Communities
by
Emma Baker
Master of Science in Computer Science
Washington University in St. Louis, 2022
Research Advisor: Alvitta Ottley

Data visualizations are increasingly accessible to people online, often to non-specialized
audiences. However, what we know about how people make sense of data and engage with the
visualized content is typically limited to observations from controlled user studies, sometimes
with highly-specialized participants. As a result, there is a limited vocabulary to describe
how visualizations as a technique of information sharing permeate organic communities.
This thesis investigates how data visualization systems infiltrate o nline s ocial s ettings and
characterizes the conditions under which users engage or do not engage with them. We
captured conversations on Reddit from March 2, 2021 to December 31, 2021, collecting
993,018 discussion threads. We found that data visualizations constituted 0.0002% (217
out of 993,018) of all threads cataloged, with all visualizations originating from one of four
news sources: The Washington Post, The New York Times, The Guardian, or CNN. Our
analysis suggests that visual design did not impact discourse or popularity. Rather, our

viii

findings spotlight that visualizations are often part of a broader information ecosystem, and
the visual features may have no measurable impact on long-term engagement.

ix

Tell all the truth but tell it slant — (1263)
by emily dickenson
Tell all the truth but tell it slant —
Success in Circuit lies
Too bright for our infirm Delight
The Truth’s superb surprise
As Lightning to the Children eased
The Truth must dazzle gradually
Or every man be blind —

“Tell it slant” in the title of this thesis is taken from the first line of Emily Dickinson’s “Tell
all the truth but tell it slant.” While there are layers to how this poem can be analyzed,
in this first line Dickinson tells us to tell the truth, but to reframe it or put a spin on
what is being told. This spin can be referenced to how we see data visualizations used to
communicate a truth or set of truths. Rather than share data directly, data visualizations
allow the designer to “dazzle gradually” by transforming information into a format that is
easier the digest. Dickinson writes that this transformation is necessary because without it,
“every man be blind —”

1

Chapter 1
Introduction
The proliferation of digitized data visualizations has made it possible for broad population
segments to access visualizations online. In contrast to highly specialized data analysis
environments, online communities or other web spaces are unregulated, and their consumers
and usage scenarios are broad and varying. For instance, a data visualization can be a
mechanism for enjoyment [65, 74], an argument [61], a storytelling device [32, 33, 44, 70], or
a transactional means to find further questions and trends in a data set [3, 13]. Moreover,
consumers do not have inherent specialization or expertise in the subject or design of the
visualizations.
Although there have been countless investigations into the efficacy of data visualization designs, existing scholarship about how people engage with visualizations often relies on highlycontrolled studies. Prior research in the visualization community has often used interviews
(e.g., [50, 63]) and engagement proxies such as interaction counts (e.g., [12, 86]), comprehension (e.g., [6,86]), memorability (e.g., [9,10]), and eye gaze tracking (e.g., [6,16]). The observations from these studies are varied, suggesting that after an initial encounter, people spend
time exploring the visualization [50] often looking for a personal connection [50, 63]. Investigations into engagement show that minimalist designs might not attract attention [6,10] and
the visualization itself often does not elicit or maintain engagement [12, 39, 41] with viewers
disproportionately allocating attention to titles and supporting text [10, 23, 29, 38, 60, 86].
Still, the traditional user study testing environments used in these studies do not account
for the fluid interactions between online users and data visualizations they encounter. For
example, engagement in an online setting typically manifests in other ways, often through
actions such as likes, comments/discourse, and sharing conversation threads with others.
2

Furthermore, the skills and demographics of study subjects do not always reflect the general
population and online users. Online viewers may not be inherently experts on the visualization subjects or given any amount of context. Additionally, users are not in insular testing
environments, and the “noise” of online spaces or the person’s physical is present. This
noise often defines the experience of engaging with data visualizations on the web and can
include considerations such as biases that shape how a user engages with a visualization and
distractions that influences the amount of attention a user gives to visualization and other
compounding factors. Altogether, whether the observed behaviors from controlled study
settings will apply to visualization usage in the “wild” is unclear.
This thesis investigates the factors that influence visualization discourse in online spaces.
Specifically, we interrogate when data visualization systems infiltrate online social communities and characterize the conditions under which users engage or do not engage with data
visualization. From March 2nd, 2021 to December 31st, 2021 we cataloged 993,018 unique
discourses on Reddit, shared across 15 subreddit communities. We observed that 217 Reddit
posts contained visualizations. These 217 visualizations represent just 0.0002% of the entire
data set. This observation gives context to understand the extent to which visualizations
saturate online communities. More plainly, how little data visualizations statistically surface
in online interactions.
To investigate visualization discourse in online spaces, we analyze three measures: discourse,
popularity, and complexity. We define discourse was the number of comments each post
had. Popularity in this thesis captures the frequency of visualizations shared across different
subreddit communities and the Reddit score each post received (the number of upvotes
minus the number of downvotes). Complexity describes the degree of visual intricacy a
visualization, determined through using Shannon Entropy as measured in bits. We use this
complexity measure to contextualize our discourse measures.
Our analysis demonstrate that 144 of out the 217 visualization elicited discourse – having at
least one comment. The visualizations that were the most popular of the set covered highlypolarizing subjects in U.S. politics. While polarizing has a sliding definition depending on
its context, across the six-month collection period polarizing can describe topics that incite a
response from potential users such as U.S. elections, access to abortion services, and COVID19 protocols by federal and state governments. We observed that the 217 visualizations had a
3

range of complexities from visualizations with a low degree of complexity due to their simple
geometric shapes and colors to those that had high degrees of complexity from low level
of visual contrast and a density of objects. However, we found no measurable differences
between the visual complexities of post that had low and high engagement. Overall, these
findings echo the results of the prior work indicating that people may not be engaging with
visualization as much as we might expect [12, 39, 41].
This thesis makes the following contributions to the understanding of visualization discourse
in online settings:
• We underscore how minimally visualizations populate social communities and highlight
how infrequent non-experts might interface with such representations. We show that
visualizations were present in only 0.0002% of the posts.
• We quantitatively identify and investigate patterns between online visualizations and
the associated user discourses. This relationship allows us to extrapolate how visualizations materialize in non-regulated online environments, showing that news article
embedding accounted for 100% of the visualization representations uncovered in the 9-month observation window.
• We examine the relationship between the features of visualizations and the conditions
under which users engage with those systems online. Our analysis suggests that
visual design did not drive discourse.

4

Chapter 2
Background

2.1

The proliferation of information visualizations

“The Information Age” is shorthand to describe a moment historians set approximately
halfway through the twentieth century when computing power and technology crescendoed
to arrive at an economy designed around the premise of technology. Data visualizations as a
feature of this information economy, however, starts much earlier. Frequent attempts to cite
this point situate the history further back to include events like epidemiologist John Snow’s
map of cholera across London as an example of how visualizations can leverage knowledge and
answer questions [5]. In its most reduced definition, a data visualization could be described
as transforming discrete data points into visual trends and summaries.
Speeding through the next three centuries, sophistication in methodological precision, increasingly accurate instruments and tools, and social expansions of sharing information have
lifted this history to where data visualizations are a common method of information communication. Within this innovation, the scope of this thesis is invested in the influence of
data visualizations on non-experts in online communities. That is, how does a general
audience interact with data visualizations online?
Anecdotally, data visualizations hold their place in highly-technical or otherwise niche spaces.
Scholarship cites instances visualizations as most commonly embedded in academic papers,
medical reports, and business meetings intended to model highly specialized information [21].
Parallel to this usage, however, is a less structured pattern of data visualization that aims
to reach a generalized audience:
5

News media: The introduction of data visualizations to news media in the United States
is a direct example of data visualizations reaching a generalized audience [52]. The pretext
to this emergence can be argued from how powerful other media is in news journalism.
Photographs and video are strongholds of an audience and data visualizations strike a similar
chord. They can be striking while also contextualizing information for users. The New York
Times, for instance, launched an interactive map to track wildfires in the northwest part
of the United States to complement their reporting on wildfires. [7] This integration will
favor large news organizations that have the resources to support teams at the intersection
of news reporting and software engineering to support this effort. As a trend, however, these
stakeholders are introducing visualizations as a mechanism to share news reporting.

Art: Taking information visualizations entirely out of an information exchange conversation, data visualizations have made their mark in artistic spaces. Works like Lupi and
Posavec’s “Life Data Visualizations” documented the effects of the COVID-19 pandemic
on their day-to-day life [62]. Motivated and classed as art and not information statistics,
this exhibit is an example of how information visualizations can capture emotions and move
people as any instance of art has the potential to do.

Public information campaigns: Visualizations are also used in the cases of sharing
public information. The COVID-19 pandemic again is a particularly thorough example of
this as many local governments alongside national initiatives visualized transmission and
mortality rates of the virus through dashboards [20]. Through this effort, the impact of the
virus became easier to grasp because large numbers are difficult to understand as abstract
concepts for the human mind. While this framing is in line with the traditional mechanisms
addressed above, the transformation to a broader audience represents a pivot into how data
visualizations are used.
Altogether, there is an expanding demand of data visualizations as a driver of narrative
or analytical work. The increased demand exemplifies the versatility of visualizations and
where an audience for data visualizations can be found [48]. Lee et al. provide a framework
of what a broader audience is composed of. The audience exists on a spectrum, from people
with little to no data literacy skills to those who are fluent in dissecting data sets and drawing
conclusions. Situated on this spectrum, is a person(s) goals for their visualization. Users
6

will have different outcomes desired from a data visualization and they will invest different
amounts of time in the visualization. While these factors seem implied when surveying a
wider group of users, making the space to acknowledge how uneven the field of usage is
productive to frame how users have the capacity to learn on data visualizations.

2.2

Defining effective data visualizations

The potential for data visualizations to engage in and effectively communicate more intricate
data narratives is the next natural topic of exploration. Through mediums like online spaces,
in particular, the use of data visualizations to facilitate more textured conclusions is a facet
to explore. For data to tell a story, however, it must have causal relationships and structure
to effectively communicate. Segel et al. [70] focused their study on exclusively interactive
features within visual systems and these causal relationships . While the idea of visualization
as a narrative device accommodates the same creative direction as any other narrative project
requires, Segel et al. [70] note how this expansion inherently engages with visual analysis.
Placing these narratives on a range from “author-driven” to “reader-driven,” they conclude
how a set of new tools is required to more precisely study how users engage with online
visualizations.
“Historically, many visualizations fall into the author-driven or reader-driven dichotomy,”
Segel et al. [70] write. “However, as we have seen throughout our case studies, most examples
of narrative visualization fall somewhere in-between, and an important attribute of narrative
visualization is its flexibility in balancing both elements. Visualizations are increasingly
striking a balance between the two approaches, providing room for limited interactivity
within the context of a more structured narrative.” The inherent variability in what Segel
et al. [70] define relates to understanding how visualizations are an effective communication
device because they can be specialized. This variability aligns with how trends within the
visualization community judge effectiveness. If data visualizations are a composite of visual
metaphors [15] the context under which visualizations are studied is key.
In a study completed by Burch et al. [15], the team hypothesized how task-oriented visualizations need a degree of specialty for their effectiveness to be understood. The study was
designed around these values by looking exclusively at the effect of the visualization on the
7

user by studying memorability, interpretation, and expression. They concluded how user
studies can yield consistent graph interpretation however due to the expanding definition of
what constitutes a visualization as features and interactive elements become more complex,
a new model is needed to understand what is an effective means.
In a similar effort, Zhu [87] defines effective data visualizations in two parts. Firstly, how to
define what effectiveness means as a definition, and secondly, how to measure that effectiveness. Through their literature review, they conclude that there is no universally-applicable
understanding of what an effective visualization is or what attributes it contains. Existing
scholarship, Zhu [87] write, suggests that effectiveness can be understood in a “task-centric”
context. Meaning that if a visualization can communicate what the raw data empirically
concludes, that visualization is effective in its role. Going beyond the canonized understanding of good visualization principles, this task-centric framework aligns with how psychology
and human-computer interaction engage with this concept of effectiveness.
To quantitatively understand visualization effectiveness, Zhu [87] cites two accepted methodologies. The first method are user studies. User studies exist as a tool for designers of visualizations to understand how their work is interpreted. While measures have been taken
to offer some benchmarks in this effort, a frequent critique of this methodology is how the
design of user studies is not standardized.
Heuristic evaluations also are an avenue for designers to measure the effectiveness of their
visualizations. While limited to qualitative measures, this evaluation offers more precise
feedback than a method like a user study might. The limitation of this methodology, as
Zhu [87] identifies, is that this feedback is not empirical by design. This means that when
judging how effective a visualization is, it is scoped to what a neutral party decides as
important.
This evaluation model further engages with the complexities of defining and measuring an
effective visualization. Lam et al. [46] are interested in this subject to understand how
information visualization evaluations are structured and the variables that exist within this
subcategory. Information visualizations, as the authors use the definition, are meant to
class visualizations whose intent are to communicate discrete data to a general audience. In
judging the effectiveness of this, Lam et al. [46] present three lenses with which they use
to structure their analysis: user performance, user experience, and visualization algorithm.
8

In lieu of using evaluation methodologies outlined earlier, they instead use these evaluation
scenarios. By studying these scenarios using descriptive analysis, Lam et al. [46] completed
several evaluation scenarios to judge the effectiveness in contrast to traditional user studies
or heuristic evaluations. The authors’ conclusions about the effectiveness of evaluations
through different scenarios allowed for a more precise degree of feedback and insights into
how audiences responded to information visualizations.
Their conclusions are relevant to thinking about the effectiveness of visualizations as a communication device in this context because of how uncontrolled the consumption of information visualizations is outside of an academic or similarly regulated contexts. The nature
of this thesis is based on surveying organic consumption of data visualization through news
media or other means. The unpredictability of this survey requires a more complicated evaluation model. The response mechanisms that Lam et al. [46] designed into their methodology
allow for this accommodation.

2.3

The internet as a platform for data visualization
communication

The scope of this thesis is focused on information visualization in social online spaces. While
there are an array of definitions for what a social space online can be ( [34], [85], [26]), this
thesis defines social online spaces as environments where users can sustain a conversation
through text or analogous means.
Even reducing the landscape of information sharing to the given definition of social online
spaces, there is a thorny history to how people use the internet to share information. There
are two widely-accepted models to imagine how information is shared online [71]. The wordof-mouth approach describes extemporaneous speech in contrast to what Sela et al. [71] call
“WEB” or how structured systems that web engines carry users to information.
Sela et al. [71] concluded that the word of mouth approach confirms consistent information
whereas the structured web-based yielded inconsistent results. These results rely on a set of
accepted truths, such as the net wealth of information available online from when the article
9

was published in 2014 to when this thesis is concluded in 2022. Additionally, social patterns
have changed in online spaces with the emergence of new platforms or further sophistication
of existing online communities. These factors limit the direct application of these results to
the question at hand, yet they effectively summarize the avenues how online communities
follow patterns of existing human behavior.
To investigate these online spaces, a productive strategy is to study how information spreads.
Lee et al. [49] approached how those skeptical of the coronavirus used the traditional avenues
of sharing information online as described above to spread misinformation about the COVID19 pandemic. Citing the term “deep hanging out,” Lee et al. [49] propose “deep lurking”
as a way to describe studying how information is shared in online communities. By pairing
novel qualitative means with Facebook data with established quantitative methods with
information shared over Twitter.
In observing these communities through deep lurking, Lee et al. [49] concluded how online
communities that were engaged in misinformation about the coronavirus pandemic celebrated their ability to read through statistics and self-assigned data literacy. This treatment
provides an opening to imagine the intellectual relationship participants have with institutional knowledge. Succinctly imagined, the authors concluded how pride in self-knowledge
and self-analysis reinforces intellectual independence that they class as distinctly American
and contributes to a dangerous cycle of self-confirming facts. Extrapolating from the authors’
analysis, the transposition of scientific language and framing to unconfirmed or otherwise
non-scientific can be inherent to online communities that share information and are positioned as anti-establishment. In particular, those in the United States are at risk for sharing
misinformation as a proxy for intellectual freedom.
This ideological framing of information sharing invites further inquiry into how online communities insulate. Lee et al. [49] underscore how the communities they study understand
knowledge as a process rather than an institution. While the authors are clear to establish
that they do not support these untrue claims about the coronavirus and other related topics,
there is an online culture amongst these interactions that require a cultural competence for
experts to productively engage and correct their pseudo-information.
A parallel study engaged on the same motivating questions that Lee et al. [49], but narrowed
their field to information sharing on climate change. Cann et al. [18] undertook a similar
10

methodology by studying how Twitter is used for public engagement. In turn, they further
extrapolate how online engagement yields opinion formation.
After defining where there is evidence of polarized language semantics (skeptical viewers
on climate change are more likely to use the term “global warming” rather than “climate
change,” for instance) Cann et al. [18] took a stream of Tweets over a seven-week period
that used related language to climate change. In their analysis, the authors concluded that
despite there being many actors participating in an online discussion, there was a high rate of
turnover. That is, a majority of users would eventually stop engaging with this topic during
the collection period. In contrast, however, the analysis showed that sources of information
(most often captured by URLs) stayed consistent. This provides a key to imaging how
public communities change but the shared sources of information have a higher probability
of remaining stable over several weeks.

2.4

How people learn online

With information visualizations established as a means of communication, understanding
how learning happens in these online spaces is a helpful framing analysis to investigate how
data visualizations as a means of information sharing are used. Especially as information
visualizations become an increasingly popular mechanism to facilitate learning the psychology of how humans learn visually and how that maps to questions of visual complexity is
crucial to acknowledge ( [27], [67], [45]).
Information visualizations are a product of networked learning [76]. Through the collaboration of computer and human-based decisions, the product is intended to condense a
volume of data into digestible trends and conclusions. Digital properties, from color to hierarchy to size coalesce to build a learning environment. These properties are often classed
as secondary characteristics intended to further communicate the raw data an environment
contains. Thompson et al. [76] established how this learning environment shapes the effectiveness of the visualization itself. That is, the digital properties are as impactful as the
data itself in developing an information visualization for learning. By defining these factors
as a symbiotic relationship, it becomes easy to describe the entire learning process through
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a system of visual and non-visual factors that combine to form a complete information visualization.
Adar et al. [2] define learning through six subsequent processes: remember, understand,
apply, analyze, evaluate, and create. Each developmental step demands an increased level
of intellectual competence on the subject. While this process is supported by how the
authors study visual engagement as a proxy for learning, this demand for sustained cognitive
interaction with a visualization does not align with the democratized field of information
visualizations this thesis discusses. As a general skeleton to imagine how a general audience
engages with a topic, however, it provides a foundation for how to define learning on a
spectrum from memory to mastery.
Resources have been invested to understand how users learn with exploratory visualizations [2]. A complete picture can be drawn to watch how someone explores a visualization
in stages. In contrast, studying learning is an abstract concept, making it tricky to provide
an orthodox approach or framework. “Significant literature already exists to ensure that our
viewer can read our encoding of data accurately and effectively—a success if that was really
the designer’s intent,” Adar et al. [2], write. “However, knowing that the visualization will
support finding X, or the encoding will allow the viewer to accurately decode Y, is poor
proxy for knowing if the visualization satisfied our communicative intent.” This summarizes
how difficult it is to capture learning effectiveness in visual analytics. In specific fields, learning objectives can be established to analyze in a controlled environment. This specificity of
an audience, however, does not count for digital information visualizations that appear in
non-academic contexts.
Visual literacy is the foundation of this spectrum [51]. A helpful definition for visual literacy
comes from the International Visual Literacy Association [80] as “a group of vision competencies a human being can develop by seeing and at the same time having and integrating
other sensory experiences.” A user’s ability to identify patterns, synthesize objects as visual
metaphors, and construct meaning maps to how a user sits on the learning spectrum.
There are a few methodologies that serialize how a user observes a visualization and explores
it. Borkin et al. [10] used eye movements to articulate how users physically engage in
the learning process. By compiling a database through scraping a range of information
visualizations, Borkin et al. [10] arranged a study where users were shown a subset of the
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database. In tracking the eye movements of users for each visualization they were shown,
the team was able to understand how users approach learning a visualization.
The two features of the study that are relevant to the question of learning have to do with
supplemental features of visualizations. Information visualizations with explanatory text and
titles featured are more memorable than those without. More broadly, visualizations that
require fewer eye movements are easier to learn. While these conclusions might present as
being self-explanatory, these findings help to introduce the idea of complexity into this topic
of learning. The database Borkin et al. [10] collected represents a diversity of visualization
that resembles how variable online information visualizations are. This insight replicates the
conditions of a general audience who might encounter any kind of visualization, meaning
Borkin et al.’s [10] findings provide the baselines of how users learn fastest.
The scenario above, while acknowledging the diversity of visualization, describes a measured
environment for learning. Studies that used the same principles Borkin et al. [10], applied a
complication to the above testing environment. O’Brien et al. [59] studied how confidently
users were able to understand data visualization when supplied with factually inaccurate text.
The text was associated with the subject of the visualization but provided false framing of
the data in the visualization so as to mislead the user [59]. The authors concluded that
despite a user’s ability to accurately decipher trends presented in information visualizations
when paired with conflicting text a majority of users will misinterpret information.
This conclusion is relevant to the scope of this thesis’ central question about users learning
via information communications online because of the environments where a majority of
information visualizations are generally available ( [88], [36]). They do not exist in vacuums in social spaces and understanding how text can contextualize (or de-contextualized)
information in data visualizations is important to how the problem of learning in visual
analytics is scoped. Learning as a field of study cannot be limited to just information visualization engagement. Rather, that learning should be evaluated by taking into account
these extraneous factors and influences.
The implications of information manipulation in data visualizations is an entire research
question in itself. Even beyond the above-established relationship between under-informed
text alongside information visualizations, how the text changes a user’s approach to a data
visualization. Applying this model to online communities, it is interesting to imagine how
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different sources of text would influence a user. As discussed in the previous section, communities built around information have multiple sources. If one selection of misguided text
can sway a user, the following question asks what if there were many sets of misguided text
around an information visualization.
Kong et al. [42] address how text informs information visualization learning when text comes
from different sources. The bottom line of their analysis found that the more text available,
the more likely users identified a political slant in the information visualization. Infusing
a political reading to an information visualization aligns with how Lee et al. [49] described
community-building around self-assigned intellectualization. “People were more likely to
report the information as very biased or biased if the title was inconsistent with their belief
than when it was consistent,” Kong et al. [42] concluded. This invites the final tenant of
how users can learn from information visualizations: how do preconceived beliefs about a
topic inform a user’s approach to visualizations.

2.5

How cognitive biases inform learning from data visualizations

The described process of how learning translates in online spaces bottlenecks at the question
of how general users select which learning opportunities gets their attention. Biases can help
frame this behavior. Cognitive biases can be described as a skew from rational judgment [84].
This departure can cause a user or developer to misunderstand a data set or draw an incorrect
conclusion. To investigate how biases inform learning in visual analytics, two perspectives
should be interrogated: the developers and the users.

2.5.1

Definition of biases

There are a variety of ways academics define and study bias [17]. The Human Action
Cycle [58] gives a model for thinking about how biases form by defining how users interact
with computers more generally. Users will form a goal for the interaction, then outline
and execute a methodology to reach their goal of the interaction, and finally reflect on how
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the outcomes relate to the initial goals. These stages can evaluate how a user or developer
approaches any computational problem and give a framework to imagine how personal biases
can persist.

2.5.2

The implications of bias in visual analytics

Bias as an abstract concept invites a negative connotation [31]. Scholarship within visualization community describes bias as something to be accommodated for [24] or suppressed
through methodological design [81]. Within broader communications, however, bias is neither a net positive or negative on an information system. Rather, if bias can be succinctly
defined as a departure from rational logic gates, bias as a reality helps to define how people
contend with information [28]. To that end, identifying and tracing biases can be used as a
proxy to understand the methodology of individuals. Missteps or misinterpretations of information visualizations shed light on how a user approaches an information system and its
goals. By giving a nuanced framing for bias in this thesis, there are more precise applications
of bias as a reality of learning strategies.
In visual analytics, a positive iteration of bias comes from the decision-making process [22].
If a user has an idealized outcome or goal from engaging with an information visualization,
for instance, it is easier to determine a framework of approach to a given visualization. In an
idealized, hyper-controlled testing scenario, the weights or deciding factors of an information
visualization are determined equally by users [83]. This behavior, however, does not map
to how users behave organically. Realizing this inherent prejudice allows us to associate the
realities of online social environments with the fundamentals of how users broadly perform
in visual analytical experiments.
Just as there are positive expressions of bias, however, there are negative expressions of bias.
While more detail will be provided below on how biases inform users in visual analytics, a
considerably pronounced form of cognitive bias should be acknowledged first. As this thesis
is invested in information visualizations in social spaces, the patterns of cognitive bias in
social spaces are a hugely influential pillar. Selective exposure or congeniality bias [11] in
online forums is a huge expression of bias. This phenomenon describes how people are drawn
to information that confirms their opinions and interests. In online spaces, this fracturing
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of information dissemination is clear: people cling to spaces where they feel their interests
are met with social and informational material. If people will only expose themselves (either
through implicit or explicit means) to information that they have a preconceived notion of,
testing conditions that don’t account for prejudice or conscious biases do not hold as relevant
applications to these spaces [1].
This congeniality bias defines the boundaries for how other cognitive biases inform the ways
users learn from information visualizations. Online communities are not iterative, equal
instances of one another. As written earlier, their community rules and understood norms
define their differences and the kinds of users who are attracted to that forum. In making a
map of how different users present an array of biases, this distortion is key to underscore so
as to not oversimplify the human impulses behind users.
Knowing this, it is then possible to engage in biases that are attached to how humans learn:
cognitive biases. Valdez et al. [17] break down cognitive biases into three central classes:
social bias, action bias, and perceptual bias. All of these biases inform the visual analytic
process and how information visualizations are synthesized.

2.5.3

Social bias

Social biases impair decision-making processes from systemic, external social phenomena [18].
This bracket of bias captures other articulations of bias attached to social means, like the
“curse of knowledge” bias, the “outgroup homogeneity” bias, or the “illusion of external
agency” bias. The nuances between these sub-biases are noteworthy, but as a class of biases,
they culminate to suggest how an individual operates within a collective of intellectual and
interpersonal forces. This collective structure that mirrors broader social organization means
that it is difficult for users to be self-aware of this bias on a fundamental level.
Social biases present a more sinister impact on studying users’ interaction with information
visualizations because their impacts are more obscured. A person’s social learning and
experiences will inform foundational opinions on genres of information and also the implicit
conditions of how they engage with visualizations [11]. While difficult to account for because
these biases are not guaranteed to be perceivable through external behaviors, these social
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biases should be accounted for when discussing the implications of shared visual information
systems.

2.5.4

Action bias

Action bias describes biases that happen during a decision-making process [22]. As with
social bias, action bias envelops other sub-types of action biases like the “ostrich effect”
and “illusory correlation.” The first of these subtypes describes how a person is likely to
not consider information that is controversial or otherwise puts someone in discomfort. The
illusory correlation describes how a person is likely to find patterns in close experiences of
episodes, even if there is not a rational motivation for a relationship.
As the presence of action bias engages with visual analytics, there is an uneasy reciprocity
worth discovering. On one hand, a positive iteration of action bias is no different than a
person’s free will to define their own problem and methodology with an interactive, as the
Human Action Cycle suggests. In a negative, however, action biases lay down the terms
under which a person will engage with an information visualization.
In the bounds of social engagement around interactive visualizations, action bias acutely
impacts how users engage with visual information. Especially for visualizations that are
open-ended or exploratory in nature, how the user defines their engagement will define their
relationship to the information presented.

2.5.5

Perceptual bias

Perceptual bias describes how biases can cause user errors when perceiving environments or
information systems. On its surface, this bias is most transitive to information visualizations
because of how permanent the bias presents. This is because of all the biases presented
in this introduction, users cannot separate themselves intellectually from their own visual
biases [79].
The two most common expressions of perceptual bias are “clustering illusion” [35] and “priming” [82]. Clustering illusion describes how users find patterns in sequences of information
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where there is not a rational logic for the pattern. Priming, on the other hand, emphasizes
parallel learning. If a user is “primed” with information and then learns further on that
topic, they are more likely to engage further on this topic. While this presents as a fairly
innocuous bias, this priming builds a through line for clustering which can helm more thorny
expressions of perceptual bias.
As this concerns bias in information visualizations, perceptual biases can mean users misunderstand important takeaways through under weighting or over-weighting factors. Because
on an upper level, perceptual bias describes an array of ways to interpret a visualization
system. The interpretations that contribute to uncontrolled prejudices facilitate chronic
misreadings of information visualizations.

2.5.6

Biases of information visualization production

As first proposed in the introduction of this thesis, information visualizations are not apolitical conduits of raw data [47]. If any persons were involved in the design or execution of a data
visualization, there is a non-zero chance their personal biases are integrated into a visualization. Overt digital characteristics like collapsing scales of an axis or disproportionately-sized
objects are expressions of this bias but obscured biases permeate through the development
process. Determining what data is included from a set, how analysis is scoped, and the language used to treat data all inform how a person would approach designing a visualization.
Even in unintentional cases, these biases encoded into a development process have a direct
impact on users.
Lauer et al. [47] studied how users responded to exaggerated language and obvious displays of
design bias specific to non-controversial topics. Their motivations recognized how a person’s
belief system informs learning so focusing expressions of bias on subjects that do not generally
invite a charged reading. After surveying the responses of a group that received a few
examples of data visualizations, the authors concluded how these “deceptive tactics” caused
misinterpretation.
While this finding has been asserted by previous works, this study’s conclusion gives weight
to the question this thesis is invested in because they survey users using readily-available
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software. Rather than packages like d3.js or equivalent methodologies, they focused their
landscape onto platforms like Excel that encourage users to integrate visualizations into
their data work. This decision facilitates a more accurate depiction of how information
visualizations are created and disseminated among more general audiences [40]. The level
of control users have over a development process in these environments is considerably less
than the manual creation of every graphical element. The user experiences of this software
enforce a set range of behavior on its users. Anecdotally, for instance, Excel allows users
to pick from a gallery of visualizations like bar charts, histograms, line charts, and so on.
Within these selections, digital properties like axis and keys are available but customization
or more complex integration of information are limited.
Democratizing information visualization software through accessible software like Excel and
Tableau allows for more users to create and share visualizations. What Lauer et al. [47]
challenge in the purview of their methodology is how that accessibility means creators might
not have the expertise to challenge or question biases in their own visualizations. “This
article’s first author has taught a data visualization class to graduate and undergraduate
students for nine years and consistently sees how unwilling students are to modify what a
program outputs for them, especially if what they see is not especially understandable,”
Lauer et al. [47] wrote. This unwillingness is influenced by realities like confidence with
data, expertise over visualization design, and uncertainty of the intended audience [47].
As these factors consolidate, biases emerge thereby complicating a user’s experience when
understanding a data visualization.

2.5.7

Debiasing

Debiasing is the phenomenon of how to reduce the influence of negative bias [57]. The highlevel diagnostic of cognitive bias is a lack of critical analysis. When users are able to critically
engage with information visualizations, they can: evaluate sources of data, judge how data
was analyzed, and the choices that were made to visually present the information [87].
In doing these tasks, a user is able to recognize the skeleton of a visualization and make
judgments past what is plainly available. The process of debiasing and actively participating
in these steps, however, is a thornier activity.
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There are three generally-accepted interventions for how to debias information. The first
requires increasing accountability of users’ decisions. When the judgments people make have
higher stakes, there is a higher probability that they will engage more thoughtfully with the
possible decisions at hand. The second engages with this idea by proposing a revision to
how information is presented. By offering additional contextualizing information, users have
the potential to make more informed choices. The final intervention involves educational
trainings that make users more aware of biases in their decision-making process [78]. This
intervention requires the most structural planning but relies on the idea that if users become
aware of their own biases (to the extent that they are able) they can self-accommodate for
them in future decision-making models.
Of these sketched strategies, there is no “correct” intervention for every expression of cognitive bias. Especially in the context of online consumption of information visualizations,
interventions that involve educational trainings about the concept of cognitive biases are
broadly ineffective. Interventions that engage in the nuances of individual information visualizations, like leveraging incentives for a more robust decision-making process or increasing
the stakes of a decision-making process reduce the presence of bias [43].
“Bias mitigation interventions only have real value when they help people to make better
decisions in practical situations in a long-lasting way,” Korteling et al. [43] wrote. “Based
on the literature, we conclude that there is currently insufficient evidence for transfer and
retention of bias mitigation interventions.” Using this analysis, the authors conclude how
interventions that are closely tied to their mechanisms, like detailed instructions and contextualizing information have a higher probability of reducing cognitive bias.

2.6

The effect of visual complexity on visual analytics

This background so far has attempted to outline the points of entry at which users will
engage with information visualizations, the motivations they have for learning, and the fault
lines of this learning process. The premise of this argument is a layered one that requires
significantly more acknowledgment of fields like psychology and human-computer interaction
that give thorough introductions to human nature as well as how computers can take a grip
on those fundamental impulses.
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These questions are out of the scope of this thesis and only really can represent one-half
of the proposed question at hand. Up until this point, a visualization—while defined in
the most generous of terms—has been used to describe a homogeneous, if not amorphous,
artifact: visualizations exist for users to use. However, information visualizations as defined
by their usage above must exist on a spectrum, just like the users that engage with them.
This spectrum can be bound by any number of factors: interactivity, an investment of time
or capital, or a magnitude of audience. All terms are worthwhile for discovery and help to
understand how visualizations exist in social learning spaces. This thesis will define that
spectrum in a narrow term: complexity.
The most widely-applicable definitions of complexity come from dictionaries. MerriamWebster [55] describes the state of complexity as “a whole made up of complicated or interrelated parts.” Similar efforts are made in the Oxford English Dictionary with “Consisting
of or comprehending various parts united or connected together.” These definitions suggest
that if supplied a Goldilocks amount of context, the intellectual notion of complexity is not
a wholly difficult exercise. If applying it to broader terms within fields like visual analytics, however, this exercise becomes thornier. In visual analytics, past attempts to define
complexity have taken a process or product approach.
In a process-based methodology, the data used in a visualization system itself is studied to
understand how the vastness of information informs a system’s complexity. Gartus et al. [27]
use this process to establish how both quantitative and qualitative measure the complexity
of data analysis. By having users rate the relative complexity of images the team established
a linear correlation between a higher density of data (in their case, communicated as images
with less negative space) and assigned complexity. This correlation was further supported
by mirroring images and creating patterns of repetition. “We again demonstrate the multidimensional nature of human complexity perception and present comprehensive quantitative
models of the visual complexity of abstract patterns,” Gartus et al. [27] concludes, “which
might be useful for future experiments and applications.” These results give a foundational
understanding of what visual complexity might look like relative to other data points, however, a limitation of this understanding materializes when integrating knowledge into visual
complexity, rather than images that do not communicate information.
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Perreira Da Silva et al. [72] build on this open question by offering if user attention is a
way to grapple with the problem of defining visual complexity. Rather than engage with the
semantics of data visualizations to approach the concept of complexity, Perreira Da Silva et
al. [72] propose that the human currency of attention as a surrogate metric is more precise.
By studying eye movements over random images, the team sought to find a compelling
relationship between time and the image the user was scrutinizing. Through a series of
relationships, the team concluded how heat maps generated from tracking eye movements
onto an image offer an estimation for the complexity of an image as well as sub-levels of
complexity. This process lends itself to other mediums like video-based content or more
interactive platforms. This methodology gives more precise reasoning to the complexity
of an image, however, it still does not contend with images that are designed to impart
structured data.
Taking a user-experience approach to defining this problem of complexity, Miniukovich et
al. [56] focused their work specifically on GUI-based instances of complexity, rather than
images or related file forms. The end goal of this work was to determine how to minimize
unnecessary effort for users, however, their methodology lines up with the greater idea of
why defining complexity is a difficult research question to undertake. By having users rate
their perceived complexity of different websites selected (represented to users through static
screenshots), the team extracted how user-defined complexity contributed to principles of
good user design. “The practical application of metrics is twofold: general testing if a GUI
is beautiful and visually simple, and finding dimensions a design performs particularly badly
on,” Miniukovich et al. [56] concluded. These takeaways, while they do not break down the
problem of defining complexity, represent a user-centered way to build out the question at
hand. Ultimately, the question of complexity in the scope of this thesis is based on human
engagement on the matter so this framing is a useful piece of analysis.

2.6.1

Past attempts to define complexity

Snodgrass and Vanderwart [73] are cited as the perennial scholarship on defining complexity.
By having users rank visual complexity on a set of 260 black and white line drawings, the
team was able to fracture complexity into two stages. The first was described as image
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retrieval, or the time it took for a user to connect the image in front of them to the understanding of the object from memory or past knowledge. The second part was described as
“name retrieval,” or putting language to what the image resembled. The act of discerning
complexity was invested in the first step and was measured through time. Using these processes to define complexity for the data set, the team concluded how complexity relates to
the physical ink on the page. The more ink present, the more complex the image.
A digital transformation of this study was performed by Hjouj-Btoush et al. [14] when the
team explored data compression algorithms. Compression algorithm broadly describes how
to reduce without reducing the amount of information a file contains. A direct application
of this algorithm would be compressing files to satisfy a file-size maximum. Hjouj-Btoush
et al. [14] concentrated their performance study on a handful of compression algorithms but
concluded that the Lempel-Ziv-Welch is the most efficient and widely-applicable as it can
work with any data type. In performing this investigation, however, they drew on similar
principles that Snodgrass and Vanderwart concluded: the complexity of a file is linearly tied
to its size, an transposition of Snodgrass and Vanderwart’s definition that complexity of an
image is tied to the amount of ink on a page.
The above definitions of complexity rely on a few extenuating parameters because they
engage with static images or files. The scope of this thesis is focused on digital instances of
data visualization, the interactivity of a page needs to be considered. Rosenholtz et al. [69]
propose the idea of visual clutter, or how an “excess” of features can lead to the degradation
of a task. While this version of clutter is not a productive metric of complexity because
Rosenholtz et al. [69] assign an implicit value judgment on clutter, a visual space’s effects
on a task is a key part of the complexity in an interactive context.
A metric Rosenholtz et al. [69] offer to capture overall complexity while accommodating for
interactivity is the entropy of a system. A limited definition of entropy is useful to engage
with its applications in data visualization. Broadly speaking, entropy can be defined as “the
degree of disorder or uncertainty in a system.” Rosenholtz et al. [69] propose the idea of
subband entropy, as defined by the team as “the amount of redundancy encoded in a scene.”
Algorithmically, this process encodes complexity to how the Lempel-Ziv-Welch algorithm
operates but acknowledges redundancy as a component of interactive visual systems.
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The qualitative definitions of complexity are available much more robustly. Invested in psychological sciences or entwined disciplines, they rely on experimental groups by users. While
these applications, such as what Snodgrass and Vanderwart coined in 1980, give a framework to understand complexity as a phenomenon, their methodology does not account for
the variables of social online communities in this thesis. To examine the relative complexity
of interactive systems for this paper’s dataset, therefore, an application of Rosenholtz et
al.’s [69] is most effective to give weight to other influencing elements of online social spaces.
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Chapter 3
Methodology

3.1

Platform selection

The most consequential decision in this experimental design was the platforms or set of
platforms to study. As the scope of the thesis is invested in data visualizations in online
spaces, the examination of social networks became the focus of data collection. Within the
wide distribution of available platforms, the highest concentration of global users in the last
ten years has been shared between companies like Facebook, Youtube, and Instagram [4].
Beyond selecting a platform that attracts the highest number of users, the architecture of
the platform is an important consideration. Although there is limited centralized data on
users across different social media platforms, Reddit offers an estimated 430 million active
users and 100,000 sub-communities (‘subreddits’) and is anecdotally ranked as one of the
most common instances of online social communities [64] [68].
The most important feature in this choice, however, is the way in which Reddit structures
interactions. Using a forum-posting system within subreddits means that users have a higher
likelihood to see conversation threads linearly in contrast to networks like Facebook that
report defining a user’s feed by their interactive and decisions. Reddit also fosters higher
rates of community interactions because of the forum system. While by no means is this is a
perfect or insular expectation of every data point, these trends are written into the platform
design. As an observer of these interactions, this means a platform like Reddit allows for
more data to be collected on broader communities.
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Following Reddit as an established platform to scrape data, selecting which sub-communities
to study became the next decision. With over 100,000 communities to select from the
weighting factors were which communities had sustained activity, a robust membership,
and drew on themes fit for data visualizations. After performing an initial analysis of over
100 communities, the following 15 emerged as ones with a semi-regular circulation of data
visualizations. Semi-regular circulation was defined as having five or more conversation
threads shared during a two-week testing window to simulate the data collection process.
Additionally, we screened subreddits for communities with more than one thousand reported
members so there would be a greater diversity of materials posted.
The scraping window for each subreddit was from March 2, 2021 and December 31, 2021. We
scraped the text posted by the initial author, any links available, the number of comments
the post received, and its score.
It should be noted that the API used to scrape conversation threads from Reddit did not distinguish whether comments were posted individually or contributed to an existing comment
thread on the post. On Reddit, “threads” describe comments that are in reply to one another on one post, however, this level of detail was unavailable with the API. Additionally, in
this data collection window, some conversation threads had 0 comments from users whereas
others had hundreds. In this thesis, therefore, the terms “conversation,” ”discussion,” and
“conversation thread” are synonyms to intentionally describe conversation threads that had
one or more comments. We analyzed all visualizations regardless of the number of comments present to recognize how an absence of interaction is still a feature of these online
communities.
The justification to focus on a subset of online communities was to prevent trends emerging
by the subject of online communities, rather than the visualizations observed themselves.
Casting a wider net beyond news or politics-based subjects might have introduced the potential for patterns of interaction to be dictated by the subject material. By focusing on
a topic that is given wide attention in online spaces generally, unnecessary weight is not
applied to differentiate the genre of visualization from one another.
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Table 3.1: Distribution of data visualizations across surveyed subreddit communities:
Subreddit
Politics
WorldNews
News
Conservative
UsPolitics
Democrats
Republican
Libertarian
Liberal
Progressive
WorldPolitics
WorldEvents
AmericanPolitics
Socialism
LibertarianLeft

3.2

Members
8 million
28.5 million
24.5 million
953,000
26,200
394,000
178,000
503,000
110,000
74,600
1.2 million
94,800
17,300
393,000
13,800

Catalogued Conversation Threads
Total
Vis
146,214 84
210,712 39
327,517 57
135,013 9
12,751 7
13,220 5
32,312 4
25,382 3
4,438
3
1,926
3
55,029 2
6,389
1
5,896
0
15,569 0
650
0

Mechanisms for data collection

The ten months of data were scraped with the Pushshift Reddit API. Designed for more
elegant searching on the platform, this API maintains an archival copy of all submissions
anchored to the submission’s unique ID. This allowed for a more comprehensive scrape
than other systems like Reddit’s natively-maintained API and meant internal checks could
be made to ensure the highest number of data points were collected per month. Most
importantly, however, unique images or embedded graphics could be easily captured along
with URLs users shared in submissions.
After initially capturing every available post within these communities over the collection
window, automating the identification and inspection of interactive visualizations embedded
in URLs was the following hurdle. There are a number of accessible web page inspectors
however the computational overage is a blocker.
Parallelizing this inspection with Scrapy-Splash optimizes this process. Scrapy is a sophisticated, high-level web-crawler that allows users to inspect on-load DOMs as well as other
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functions. Through this functionality, a strainer was integrated to capture any page that had
integrated non-image or non-video interactive media. This strainer identified the presence of
SVG elements in the DOM. This identification, though, only goes so far. These tags are used
to do so much more than integrate data visualizations or other visual media to a website. To
correctly select data visualizations within the set, therefore, a combination of computation
and non-computation methods were employed.
In addition to this screening, we ran a script over the URLs saved in the scraping process
to identify conversation threads that had visualizations by searching for keywords relating
to visualizations: [‘chart’, ‘charts’, ‘interactive’, ‘interactives’, ‘viz’, ‘visualization’, ‘visualizations’, ‘graph’, ‘graphs’]. Through casting this net, another pass extracted more websites
that were linked with visualizations to catalog. Before manually confirming that the subset of
conversation threads contained visualizations, there were 251 conversation threads identified
programmatically.
Lastly, a manual round was taken on conversation threads identified through both of the
above-described means to verify that there were data visualizations. Once that set of URLs
were identified, we used Scrapy-Splash’s imaging feature to take snapshots of each of the 217
data visualizations.

3.3

Data Processing & Measures

Three characteristics were quantitatively drawn out of the data set: complexity, discourse,
and popularity:

Complexity Once the data visualizations were identified and images were recorded, the
next step was to determine the complexity of each image. Using Shannon’s Entropy as a
definition for image complexity, the randomness of each bit within the visualization was
calculated:

H(X) = −

n
X

P(xi ) log P(xi )

i=1
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(3.1)

The resulting value of each bit within a visual system culminates to describe the level of
randomness in the system. As detailed in the literature review, the entropy of an image is
analogous to how entropy is used to describe the degree of randomness or disorder within
other controlled environments. Rosenholtz et. al. [69] established how a visual system whose
constituent components display more randomness would culminate in a visual system that
is mathematically or visually complex. Therefore, a higher value denotes a more complex
system whereas a lower number indicates a relative lower amount of complexity.

Discourse As briefed above, conversation threads that had one or more comment recorded
marked the visualization as one with a conversation thread. The net total of comments each
post had was recorded through the Pushshift Reddit API. These comment counts serve as a
way to materially communicate a post’s measure of discourse.

Popularity Popularity was characterized through the score of a post and its frequency
across different subreddits. The score of a Reddit post refers to the difference between
the number of approving and disapproving votes by users. The frequency of visualization
identifies when (if at all) a visualization appears in more than one subreddit community.
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Chapter 4
Results

4.1

Hypotheses

We expected to find a relationship between the complexity of a visualization and its recorded
user discourse and popularity within and across subreddits. More precisely, we hypothesized
that visualizations with higher degrees of complexity would yield higher number of comments.
We also hypothesized that within the data set, the most popular visualizations identified
within communities would be more complex than the visualizations that were not as popular.
These hypotheses were supported by studies [77] [19] [25] that found a correlation between
the number of features a visualization has and how individuals respond.

4.2

Data

We collected 993,018 discrete conversation threads across 15 subreddit communities from
March 2021 to December 2021. The intention of this long collection period was to retrieve
data that mirrored normal human behavior online. A window of a few weeks of months might
have skewed what discourse presented as due to world events disproportionately dominating
certain online communities. By prolonging this data window, the potential for errors in over
assuming or over-analyzing points could be minimized.
Across all communities, data visualizations constituted less than a hundredth of a percent
of all conversation threads analyzed:
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Table 4.1: Distribution of data visualizations scraped across surveyed subreddit communities.
Catalogued Conversation
Month
Total
March 2021
83,492
April 2021
130,304
May 2021
137,569
June 2021
134,995
July 2021
91,669
August 2021
93,331
September 2021 88,633
October 2021
83,716
November 2021 76,935
December 2021 72,374

Threads
Vis
22
28
22
23
40
26
11
6
24
15

Qualitatively, these conversation threads covered a wide range of possible human behaviors
online. The length of the initial text conversation thread varied from nothing to conversation
threads thousands of words long. Attached to this, the kind of conversation thread generated from commenting individuals was equally diverse from little to no discourse to long
conversations back and forth with a high word count usage from all participating accounts.
Within this data set, we identified 217 distinct conversations that featured a data visualization from the 15 subreddit communities. These data visualizations were shared across a
variety of contexts but were all derived from major news organizations in the United States
and the United Kingdom. This fixation is a consequence from how the online communities
surveyed had a focus on United States-specific politics:

Figure 4.1: Sources of visualizations
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A presumption of this thesis was that the online forum democratized who could contribute
visualizations. In the scope of this study, however, online communities as a forum for information sharing still favor a select sources for visualizations. As addressed above, there is a
degree of self-selection in the data pool. Nonetheless, the limited diversity in sourcing still
suggests how minimally intrusive visualizations are in these online spaces.
The types of visualizations also varied in types. They can be summarized below:

Figure 4.2: Distribution of data visualizations identified in this data set.
Defining discourse for this data set required a consistent measure of human interaction.
In addition to text data collected from the conversation thread, the number of comments
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and “score” of the conversation thread were cataloged. The number of comments each
conversation thread generated serves as a quantitative broker for how much discourse the
conversation thread received. Some conversation threads received no comments, whereas
others received hundreds of comments.

4.2.1

Distribution of data visualizations:

The most common kind of chart shared across all communities was a map, and the leastcommonly shared charts were tied between one timeline and one network visualization. Complexity was measured by analyzing the Shannon entropy of each data visualization cataloged.
The spectrum of complexity is here:

Figure 4.3: Array of visualization complexity calculated
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Visualizations with a lower complexity had simple shapes and clear amounts of contrast.
On the other end of the spectrum, the data visualizations with a higher complexity featured
non-linear lines and boundaries and less obvious contrast.

Data visualizations across different communities:
Across the different communities surveyed, 13 of the 16 had instances of visualizations shared.
The community with the highest number of visualizations observed was the “politics” group
with 84 discrete data visualizations collected.

Figure 4.4: Distribution of visualizations identified across different subreddit communities
Across all visualizations cataloged, two patterns emerged based respectively on discourse
and popularity. The popularity of a visualization is defined as how identical visualizations
were shared across multiple communities. In contrast, discourse refers to how many users
interacted with visualizations within communities.

4.2.2

User discourse & data visualizations:

As determined by the number of comments each conversation thread received, the most
engaging conversation was based around a visualization shared from The Guardian, a daily
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newspaper from England, on gerrymandering in the United States originally from November
2021:

Figure 4.5: Visualization identified with highest user discourse
This visualization was shared on November 12, 2021 in the “politics” group and generated
1,008 discrete comments. The entropy of the visualization was 1.60 bits. The overall complexity of this visualization was quite low in comparison to other visualizations in the set as
it featured a series of maps of United States states fractured by proposed voter district with
circles of proportional size to the number of voters they represent for either the Democratic
or Republican parties. When shared in the “politics” community, there was not any additional text supplied by the user who shared the visualization. Rather, the conversation in
the comments was entirely invested in the link shared to the visualization.
In contrast to this, the least engaging conversation threads received no conversation thread
from other users. There were 71 conversation threads collected that had no record of user
comments:
There are many circumstantial reasons that could explain why some visualizations receive
attention whereas others do not like the natural ebbs and flows of online activity as well as
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Figure 4.6: Visualizations identified with low user discourse
the subject of the visualization itself. Charts with high amounts of measured complexity do
not inherently receive high degrees of discourse.

4.2.3

Popularity & data visualizations:

The relative popularity of a conversation thread was based on two metrics: share rate and
score. The score of a visualization describes the number of users who “approved” of a
conversation thread through a voting system, whereas the share rate describes how frequent
the visualization appeared in other subreddit communities. Both of these combine to indicate
how particular visualizations permeate within and among different online communities.
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Popularity by conversation thread score:
The other lens to use on this data set is popularity. In addition to the number of comments recorded for each conversation thread, the “score” of the conversation thread was
cataloged. Per Reddit’s definitions, a score of a conversation thread is the difference between the number of accounts that had “upvoted” (approved) and the number of accounts
that had “downvoted” (disapproved) of the conversation thread. By weighting these two
measures, a working definition of popularity is available.
Within each subreddit community, the conversation thread with the highest score represents
the most popular visualization shared relative to the other visualizations. See Figure 4.7 for
the visualizations with highest scores across the communities.

(a) Score: 361 (r/politics)

(b) Score: 70 (r/news)

(c) Score: 41 (r/politics)

(d) Score: 25 (r/libertarian)

Figure 4.7: Visualizations with highest scores across all subreddit communities.
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The variety of visualizations across the different subreddits supports the idea that the relative
popularity a visualization achieves is due to the contents of the visualization. These visuals,
for instance, cover a range of topics and possess different degrees of visual complexity. The
remaining variable, therefore, is the subject material. These visualizations fit into wider
conversations about U.S. politics from the collection period as they engage with Supreme
Court nominations, global warming, geography of the United States, and the state of policing
in communities. For an audience biased towards United States affairs, these subjects have
an appeal which describes the extent to which they were positively scored.

Popularity by share rate across subreddits:
As seen in 4.1, the publishers or creators of these data visualizations are contained to a short
list of news organizations: The Guardian, The New York Times, The Washington Post,
and CNN. This small list relative to the number of data visualizations studied means there
are repeat visualizations shared. Through this repetition, it is possible to define popularity
by frequency of identical visualizations across multiple subreddits. With this repetition
acknowledged, the most popular data visualization shared across the entire data set was a
map from The Washington Post:

Figure 4.8: Most popular visualization shared across all online communities
The measured entropy of this data visualization was 5.50 which was on the upper spectrum
of the data visualizations observed. In total, this visual was shared sixteen times. Across
different communities, however, this visualization was shared in different frequencies:
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Figure 4.9: Distribution of most-popular visualizations across surveyed online communities
As with examining different degrees of discourse, there were a number of data visualizations
that were only shared once:

Figure 4.10: Visualizations that were only shared once across all communities surveyed.
The measured complexity and amount of discourse these visualizations vary as with the kinds
of online communities who are audiences for these data visualizations. Casting this up to the
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entire data set, however, it is clear how minimal data visualization-based information sharing
is in these online communities. The number of data visualizations extracted from the data
set is already a negligible amount, but considering how a majority of conversation threads
with data visualizations are shared at least twice, the number of distinct data visualizations
shared in these online communities is even slighter.

4.2.4

The intersection of discourse and popularity

Sitting at the intersection of discourse and popularity, a visualization from The Washington
Post received the most amount of discourse while being shared the most number of times:

Figure 4.11: Visualization that received the highest amount of discourse and shared the most
number of times
Shared twice in the “politics,” respectively in May and June of 2021, both conversation
threads featured 29 comments from users. As to be expected, these conversations were highly
polarizing. The measured complexity of the visualization feature was on the lower spectrum
on which complexity was measured at 1.21, again suggesting that data visualizations that
are non-intrusive or otherwise easy to digest.

4.3

Presence of visualization in online communities

Across the close to one million conversations surveyed, just 0.0002 percent featured data
visualizations. This proportion reveals something fundamental to how the conversation
thread of data visualizations is contextualized. While the social spaces in this thesis were
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defined from one platform and one focus, it is still interesting to acknowledge how minimal
the presence of data visualizations is to the corpus of interactions studied. Looking at the
breakdown of when data visualizations were cataloged over the ten-month period further
illustrates this point:

Figure 4.12: Distribution of data visualizations identified over collection period
Beyond a dip in September and October of 2021, there is a fairly even distribution of when
data visualizations were shared, which also suggests the relative focus on data visualization
in this set. While the data visualizations observed in this data set were focused around the
state of United States politics more generally, the subject materials did not sharply diverge
or cluster.
As observed in the previous section, maps were the most commonly shared data visualization
during this collection window. As an expression of data, maps are an intuitive means of
communication. Whereas other data visualizations present a learning curve of triangulating
both the architecture of the visualization and the data sources, maps resemble use cases
that are not explicit to data visualizations. Boria et. al. [8] explain this relationship by
describing how ”The emergence of ’critical cartography’ and geo-cultural interpretations of
maps during the 1980s and the 1990s has put more emphasis on maps as static, fixed, and
closed texts imbued with powerful meanings.” This transformation in thinking describes how
users can find a point of connection with maps as an ethnographic exercise in addition to an
exercise of knowledge.
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4.4

Conversations around data visualizations

The conversations observed alongside these visualizations ranged in proportion to how much
discourse the topic received. Looking at the most engaging visualization shared with 1,008
comments, for instance, via The Guardian about gerrymandering (see figure 4.5) in the
United States, a majority of which were motivated by the topic at hand:
Commenter 1: Just seeing these maps make me furious. It is blatant disenfranchisement
for the state voters. How the f*ck do people not care. EDIT: I’ve gotten a lot of comments
that boil down to whataboutism. “The Dems do this too!” “What about Illinois”. There
are some states where the Dems have gerrymandered and I’m not defending that, but the
Dems and republicans are not the same. The Dems are pushing the ‘21 voting rights act
which includes banning partisan gerrymandering. Not a single Republican senator supports
that. The republicans entire strategy to consolidate power since 2010 has revolved around
partisan gerrymandering. I don’t see both sides as the same on this topic (or most) and the
Voting rights act of ‘21 is needed to improve local representation in national politics.
Commenter 2: People do care. They just feel powerless to stop it.
Commenter 3: Especially in places like Ohio where, despite a ballot initiative passing,
gerrymandering got WORSE.]
Commenter 4: Missouri voters PASSED a bill to make gerrymandering legal this past
November.
Commenter 5: Missouri voters passed a bill to get independent non-partisan districting
and the state legislature ignored it then got another amendment on the ballot to repeal
it. The second amendment used totally bullshit language that had two line items about
reducing lobbying gifts by negligible amounts so people would think it was some kind of anti
corruption bill and not a subversion of the bill they already approved.
In contrast, groups with smaller memberships and respective data visualizations with fewer
discrete counts of discourse, users were more skeptical of the data itself and the conversation
threads contained a mixture of responsive users but skepticism about the visualization on
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more general terms. In a “Libertarian” group, for instance, a conversation thread unfolded
around a Washington Post visualization on police firearm usage in the United States:

Figure 4.13: conversation thread around gauge visualization
Commenter 1: Pretty steady 900-1000 every year. While bad and technically that is the
highest number it isn’t exactly out of line. Especially with the rioting and other chaos homicide as a whole leaping from 16K to 25K is a wtf increase. The US was like 70 percent
more murder-y, cops were 2 percent more murder-y.
Commenter 2: For those looking for the database Washington Post is referring to:
https://github.com/washingtonpost/data-police-shootings Personally, I do not trust articles
much. I trust data. I still have to look through the data myself and verify the records, so I
cannot form an opinion on the method or integrity of the data. Do your own digging, form
your own conclusions.
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A similarly smaller conversation thread from the
r/news group was based around an infographic
from The New York Times (4.14):

User1 When looking at this, it surprised me the
number of “status of residents unknown.”
34 of the 81 apartments (including top
penthouse) are listed as “status unknown”,
meaning they don’t know who lived in
there, no one reported them missing, etc.
That seems like a crazy high amount!
User2 Foreign investors who don’t live there. It’s
very common in South Florida.
User3 Or it means that this info hasn’t been made
public. Authorities will know exactly who
lives there. Doesn’t mean the NYT will.
The NYT can be pretty sure based on public records, but they would need to get confirmation before running with it.
User4 That’s true. Very good point!

On the spectrum from skeptical to convinced,
conversations that were focused around data happened on a much smaller scale than visualizations that attracted hundreds or thousands of responses. The visualizations that had a smaller
audience exacted far more scrutiny onto the visualization and data sources than the presentation or conclusions of the data visualization. As
more attention is given to a data visualization,
Figure 4.14: Conversation thread around however, linear conversations tended to fracture
infographic visualization from the New and leave a less continuous conversation. This
York Times.
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yielded less of a critique over the presence of a visualization and more of a constellation of
responses pure to the subject material.
This dilution is natural to what Lee et al. [49] wrote about when engaging the idea of
political tribalism or self selection bias in online communication. There is an observed degree
of intellectual independence that qualitatively drives a direction of a conversation thread
about data visualizations. More than the individual instances of conversations, however,
visualizations themselves are observed as a minor feature of conversation threads, if at all.
While data as a source of information is scrutinized, the presence of a visualization is not
questioned. This observation can be understood when thinking about the biases users present
explicitly or implicitly.
The data in this thesis does not empirically identify what combination of biases could contribute to any of this line-item tribalism. However, the fractured organization of Reddit
allows for some inference. The self-selection for users to pick which Reddit communities to
be part of, for instance, is a fundamental social bias. The choice for a user to be in the “conservative” group and not in the “liberal” group, for instance, is an expression of bias. This
bias filters the kinds of visualizations which a user will have the potential to interact within
communities. This social choice also can establish a user’s opinion on the subject of the
visualization due to participation of other users through a conversation thread’s comments
and initial focus of conversation. While this is not to suggest all communities are binary
and users must subscribe to every tenet of the community for participation, the assumptions
suggested by Lee et al. [49] apply in this top-level characterization.
This initial social bias will complicate later expressions of the action and perceptual biases
described earlier in this thesis. Specific to how users will encounter visualizations, there is a
strong undercurrent of the “ostrich effect” in this data. Just as users are not naturally going
to put themselves into online communities where they are not comfortable or do not share an
intellectual or moral center, the likelihood that users will engage with materials that make
them feel uncomfortable, for lack of a better word, is low. Even when identical visualizations
are shared across multiple communities, the expression of bias defines the terms for how users
will engage with the visual.
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These conversations, or lack thereof, animate visualizations. These interactions articulate
how visualizations become engaging or popular. These qualities encode a series of suggestions
on how to make a visualization palatable to these general audiences.
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Chapter 5
Discussion
This thesis asserts value in studying how data visualizations surface in unregulated online
environments. As detailed in Chapter 2 of this thesis, there is a reasonably comprehensive
vocabulary to describe how people interact with visualizations or how people can learn information when communicated through visualizations. However, most of the prior literature
relies on highly supervised testing conditions.
The user study finding from the existing literature offers assumptions about visualization
designs that are most effective in communicating information and the ones that are the most
engaging to users [10, 23, 29]. In contrast, the methodology in this thesis subscribes to an
anthropological approach for observing behavior around visualizations through existing online communities. Through this perspective, we can identify how infrequently visualizations
circulate online communities and the characteristics of those visualizations. Juxtaposing our
findings with existing visualization scholarship, we can see how some trends in the most
popular and engaging visualizations depart from these conclusions taken from user studies.
For instance, McKenna et. al. [54] extracted storytelling elements from visualizations to
determine the characteristics of visualizations that shape the way users experience stories.
With a user study comprised of 240 individuals, the team identified how users responded
to stories and the qualities of digital visualization stories that kept their interest. They
concluded how interactive or animated data visualizations were more engaging than static
ones. When applying this preference to the most popular data visualizations found in this
thesis’ data set, this distinction is not observed. While there were interactive data visualizations included in this thesis, the most popular visualizations (see fig. 5.3) were all static
and the visualizations that yielded the most discourse were mixed with static and interactive
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visualizations. As we observe how popularity emerges in these fluid online communities, we
therefore see less of an expressed interest in types of visualization. Moreover, we see how
the presence of a visualization has little weight attached to whether or not it is popular.
Rather, we see that the data set behind the visualization and the new article topics are what
determines which visualizations surface as being relatively popular.
Similarly, Borkin et. al. [10] studied how visualizations attract peoples’ attention. Through
user study observations and tracking participants’ eye movements, the team found that contextual information like text labels and message redundancy might attract a user’s attention.
These text and related features would be described in part by the complexity metric in this
thesis and, more likely, by the news articles accompanying the visualization we uncovered
on Reddit. However, due to the limitations of user study settings, the observations of the
prior work can assess what might attract initial attention, but can not provide insight into
what might sustain attention. In contrast, the data presented in this thesis spotlights that
visualizations are often part of a broader information ecosystem, and the visual features may
have no measurable impact on long-term engagement.

5.1

Saturation of visualizations in online communities

By examining visualizations in more organic settings, this thesis provides a unique lens for
understanding how people might engage with visual representations, scoping the extent to
which visualizations surface as a feature of online communities. Although we have seen a
tremendous increase in the prevalence of visual representations, our findings show that they
rarely appeared in the online spaces we monitored. In particular, of the 993,018 discrete
conversation threads captured, 217 included visualization instances. This 0.002% hit rate
challenges some fundamental notions about the popularity of visualizations.
In recent decades, the points of entry to making visual analytic systems have swelled. Commercialized software systems have made it so that anyone with a baseline of computer literacy
has access to tools for their own visualization needs. These systems range from features embedded in existing data management tools like Microsoft Excel to more contained software
like Tableau. Regardless of format, these systems have made a highly-technical venture
accessible to more general audiences. The assumptions encoded in this would imply that
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visualizations are a democratized field online. The observations of this thesis however, quantify the opposite. Visualizations do not populate meaningfully in the online communities
studied in this thesis, suggesting that the outside of academics and professional spaces, visualizations are currently not a significant mechanism for information sharing. Furthermore,
the visualizations we catalogued were all from one of four news sources: The Washington
Post, The New York Times, The Guardian, or CNN.

5.2

Discourse, virality and visualization design practices

Of the 217 posts with visualizations sampled in this thesis, 144 had at least one comment.
This breakdown also gives context for how users engage with visualizations. From this, two
points of discussion are parsed out:

5.2.1

What makes an engaging visualization?

The qualities that the most engaging visualizations had were based in their elegance. Anecdotally, the data visualizations that received the highest measures of discourse were often
the least visually complex. Translating this complexity to features, these visualizations had
high amounts of visual contrast, simple lines, and a clear environment for users to determine
a methodology:
These traits celebrate very simple shapes and linear goals which are instinctive for a generalized audience. To help consider this, Stephens [75] defines the relationship between a
user, the visualization interface, and the designer. The agency is balanced between these
factors, however, Stephens establishes how the extent to which a user is able to navigate
a visualization system lies in the developmental phase. User-based visualization design as
Stephens emphasizes aligns with the wider canon of good web design. Features that are too
complex, too ambiguous, or otherwise have barriers coded into their usage are less likely to
be adopted by a general audience. These fundamentals align with the behaviors of users
recorded online. Visualization interfaces that presented a clear user process or motivations
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Figure 5.1: High-discourse visualizations share clear text markers, contrast, and purpose.
for why a user should engage with the system yielded higher degrees of discourse as compared
to visualizations that were visually complex or contained features whose functions were not
overstated.
As referenced in the previous section, the most engaging data visualization in the set was
figure 4.5. On further scrutiny, this visualization aligns with what Stephens described. As
observed, there is a clear narrative for the visual system that makes it easy for users to
engage with the data or premise of the visualization.
This narrative can be repackaged to describe what citation described as directed exploration
or directed learning. Visualizations that had clearly stated goals or use cases for their
audience were widely shared in contrast to those that relied on self-directed learning.
The favoritism towards visualizations with these directed use cases affirms what [76] [2]
and [10] wrote about when exploring how users learn online. For an audience of non-experts,
the visualizations with clear instructions or otherwise rigid use cases enforced the processes
most people take when learning new information.

5.2.2

What makes a viral visualization?

Virality of visualizations is more varied than discourse metrics. In many ways, the most
viral visualizations in the data set were not inherent to their physical traits as those varied,
but rather related to how divisive the data was:
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Figure 5.2: Samples of visuals have opportunities for users to personalize the resulting
visualizations to their questions in contrast to those that are static.
Across different online communities, the premise so far of this analysis has relied on the
idea that information shared via visualizations is a one-to-one transaction. That is, every
opportunity for learning or information presented in the data set was available equally and
freely. While the architecture of this study generously assumes so much, analysis needs to
be done to understand the conditions under which a user will choose to put their attention
towards a topic over another topic.
To help illustrate this, Harrison et. al. [30] defined a relationship between emotions and
visual judgment which helps inform the clustering observed in this study. This priming effect,
as they called it, hugely influenced how participants interpreted visualizations presented to
them. In finding this, the team emphasized how much human intuition drove a visualization’s
relative success in communicating its goal. This conclusion helpfully frames how to interpret
how visualizations go viral. While comment threads are motivated by compounding factors
beyond the presence of a visualization itself, the emotional responses will inevitably vary
across communities and across different users.

5.3

Limitations and further studies

This study intentionally limited the span of online communities surveyed. Using a narrow
definition and focusing on one platform allowed for precision in data, however, it limits how
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Figure 5.3: Viral visualizations in data set frequently cover polarizing topics with clear
messages for users in data set.
the applications of these results can be applied. An application of this methodology would
be to collect data across a wider range of online communities within one platform to study
how patterns of discourse vary across genres of information. This methodology, however,
would demand a wider collection window so as to account for the fuzziness in data patterns
inevitable from human-directed behavior.
A related limitation of this study is the definition of online community utilized. In designing
the approach of this thesis question, platforms like Twitter and Facebook were identified by
other studies that were high-traffic points of information sharing. The organization of these
communities, however, is not driven by chronological points of discourse that complicate
defining how users interact with online content [66]. Reddit was selected in this study
because the platform suppresses non-chronological interventions. That is, the communities
selected arrange posts available by date whereas competing platforms train their models on
how users engage with content [37]. The implications of what comment threads surface to
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users is out of the scope of this thesis, however, this reality invites further investigation into
how users find these communities and particular conversations across competing platforms.
Previous definitions of complexity in visual analytics have relied on user studies to establish
a baseline of complexity [59] [53]. The methodology of this thesis established a quantitative means to define complexity however to further interrogate the consistency of this
measure. This decision was informed by previous studies that were successful in quantitative approaches. For meta-analysis on the relative validity of this methodology, however,
would require a baseline of qualitative views on complexity. Supplying the metrics in this
thesis with user interviews to further measure complexity would give further validity to how
discourse is informed by visual complexity.
In addition to determining the complexity of data visualizations, cross-discipline research
could be completed to extrapolate more analysis on how the features of language relate to
visualizations shared. The scope of this thesis defined discourse by counts, however, this does
not give an entire picture of how communities are sustained. This would demand more expertise on natural-language processing, however, a collaboration that engages in both visual
analytics and language analysis would offer a complete system of how the complexity visualizations shared across different online communities is informed by more than quantitative
measures of comment threads.
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Chapter 6
Conclusion
In this thesis, we surveyed how data visualization and other visual systems permeate online
communities and social spaces. There are a number of features cataloged when watching
how conversations and other iterations of user discourse unfold around data visualizations.
The backbone of these results, however, is ultimately about attention.
In the 993,313 posts recorded across 15 Reddit communities from March 2021 through December 2021, just 217 were identified to have data visualizations. This alone clarifies the
conditions under which scholarship aimed at understanding how general, organic audiences
engage with data visualizations. At the risk of overstating this observation, the data analyzed in this thesis suggests that data visualizations do not reach wide audiences on par with
other online materials. Without kneading out too many contextual considerations discussed
in previous sections about the ideological and socio-cultural factors that shape how people
engage in conversation, this analysis and associated data set applies a new model for thinking
about how visualization systems should be shared with general audiences.
Of the visualizations identified, all were from four news organizations based in the United
States or the United Kingdom and whose stated intention is to educate or further inform. We
used Shannon’s Entropy to quantitatively summarize a visualization’s physical complexity.
We also recorded the scores and number of comment received to provide a vocabulary for
user discourse and comment thread popularity. Of the 217 visualizations identified, 144
had at least one comment. Additionally, it was common to see visualizations appear in
different communities. These observations reinforces existing literature on how to design
effective visualization systems that should be invested in the goals of users. We observed how
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highly-complicated, high-density data visualizations do not necessarily yield higher degrees
of discourse nor are they more popular within and across online communities.
As data visualization systems become more accessible and sophisticated, they have the potential to reach wider audiences across different landscapes. This thesis identified how limited,
however, these visualizations infiltrate existing communities and the conditions under which
people will engage with available visualizations. The interest in working with online communities was intentional to proxy the effects of data visualizations in non-specialized contexts.
By studying how these visual systems are folded into conversations and discussions in these
online spaces, a knowledge base can generate to understand the qualities of visualizations
that yield high rates of interactions.
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